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Lattice-gas model to understand voltage profiles of LiNixMn22xO4/Li electrochemical cells
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~Received 19 February 1997!

Lattice-gas models were used to study lithium intercalation in Ni-substituted spinel LiNixMn22xO4 (0,x
<0.5). Both mean-field theory and Monte Carlo simulations have been used to calculate voltage profiles of
LiNi xMn22xO4 /Li electrochemical cells. Plateaus near 4.7 and 4.1 V in the voltage profiles are believed to be
related to the removal of electrons from states on the Ni 3d eg level and from the Mn 3d eg level, respectively.
The structure in the voltage profiles can be qualitatively explained using nearest-neighbor repulsive interactions
between Li atoms in adjacent 8a sites, next-nearest-neighbor attractive interactions, and a binding energy to
those sites that changes abruptly by 0.6 eV when all 122x available sites for electrons in Mn 3d levels are
empty. Assuming that 2x specificsites have one binding energy and the other 122x sites have another is not
successful in modeling the order-disorder transitions in the data. This implies that the either the Ni and Mn
3d bands are delocalized or that a specific localized Ni or Mneg level can be reduced by a Li atom in any of
a number of neighboring sites.@S0163-1829~97!03031-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rechargeable Li-ion batteries can be made using lith
transition-metal oxides as the cathode and carbon or grap
as the anode.1,2 In this technology the lithium ions ar
shuttled back and forth between the two intercalation e
trodes as the battery is charged or discharged. Am
the lithium transition-metal oxides, Ni-doped spin
LiNi xMn22xO4 (0,x<0.5) has been found to be an inte
esting cathode material because it has a plateau in
voltage-capacity profile at one of the highest voltages ver
Li ~4.7 V! known.3,4 These materials can be prepared
either a sol-gel method followed by a low-temperatu
heating3 or by a solid-state reaction at high temperature4

The capacity of the 4.7-V plateau changes linearly as a fu
tion of Ni contentx. Using ultraviolet photoelectron spec
troscopy~UPS!, Gaoet al.5 deduced that the oxidation sta
of Ni is 12 in LiNi xMn22xO4. These results agreed wit
those of Amineet al.who used x-ray photoelectron spectro
copy to reach the same conclusion.3 Therefore the Ni-doped
spinel can be written as Li11Nix

12Mn122x
13 Mn11x

14 O4
22.3,5

When a Li atom intercalates in the transition-metal ox
host, it usually contributes its 2s electron to the host. In the
‘‘rigid-band model,’’ this 2s electron occupies the lowes
empty states in the host. Conversely, when the Li atom
removed~de-intercalated! from the host, an electron from th
topmost energy state is removed along with the ion. It
believed that the 4.7-V plateau of the LiNixMn22xO4/Li cell
corresponds to the removal of electrons from the Ni 3d eg
levels, and that the 4.1-V plateau corresponds to the rem
of electrons from Mn 3d eg levels.4,5

Figure 1 shows the voltage of LiNixMn22xO4/Li cells for
x50.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5. The voltage profile shows the t
major plateaus, which can be explained using the argum
above. In addition, there are minor plateaus that are be
observed if the differential capacity,2dy/dV ~here, y is
designated asy in Li yNixMn22xO4! is plotted as in Fig. 2.
Each of the major plateaus is split into two minor plateaus
560163-1829/97/56~7!/3800~6!/$10.00
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indicated by the doublets of peaks centered near 4.1 and
V. For x50, the doublet has been explained as a result o
ordering of Li atoms aty5 1

2 onto only one of the two inter-
penetrating face-centered cubic~fcc! lattices that make up
the 8a sites on which the Li atoms reside in the spin
structure.6 As x increases, it is the uppermost peak of t
4.7-V doublet that grows first. This initially surprised us. F
x50.2 andx50.3, it is the outermost peaks of the two do
blets in Fig. 2 that are strongest. Only forx.0.3 does the
lower peak of the 4.7-V doublet grow substantially, until b
x50.5, both peaks of the 4.7-V doublet are about the sa
size. Our goal in this paper is to explain this behavior.

Lattice-gas models can be used to calculate the thermo
namics of intercalation compounds, where the host is
framework containing interstitial sites into which intercala
atoms can be inserted reversibly. Here, we use both m
field theory and Monte Carlo simulations to study the volta
profile of LiNixMn22xO4/Li electrochemical cells. It is our
goal to give a possible explanation for the changes that oc
in Figs. 1 and 2 asx andy change.

II. LATTICE-GAS MODEL

The 4.1-V plateau for LiNixMn22xO4 can be explained as
follows:

Li11Nix
12Mn122x

13 Mn11x
14 O4

22

→Li2x
11Nix

12Mn22x
14 O4

221~122x!Li111~122x!e21.

The 4.7-V plateau for LiNixMn22xO4 is due to the oxidation
of Ni21 to Ni41 shown as follows:

Li 2x
11Nix

12Mn22x
14 O4

22→Nix
14Mn22x

14 O4
2212xLi1112xe21.

Therefore the capacity of the 4.7-V plateau is proportiona
2x and the capacity of the 4.1-V plateau is proportional
(122x) as shown experimentally in Ref. 4. The total capa
ity over both plateaus does not change withx. Therefore, we
expect a lattice-gas model of LiNixMn22xO4 to have 1 – 2x
3800 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 3801LATTICE-GAS MODEL TO UNDERSTAND VOLTAGE . . .
sites with a binding energy~with respect to Li metal! of
about24.1 eV and 2x sites with a binding energy of abou
24.7 eV.

A. Bragg-Williams approximation

In a lattice-gas model for the spinel structure, lithium
oms only occupy the 8a sites embedded in a framewor
formed by Ni, Mn, and O atoms. The framework is fixed, b
the 8a lithium atoms are considered to be free to move d
ing the intercalation process. The 8a sites in the spinel form
a diamond lattice, which can be considered as two interp
etrating fcc sublattices separated by (1

4,
1
4,

1
4). In such a lattice-

gas model, we simply deal with the occupation of thea
sites. In order to treat the ordering of the Li atoms, we all
the occupation of these two sublattices to be different.

To begin, we assume that the 2x sites associated with th
oxidation of Ni and the 1 – 2x sites associated with the ox

FIG. 1. The third cycles of voltage profiles fo
LiNi xMn22xO4 /Li cells with different Ni content. The value ofx is
shown in each panel. The data are from Ref. 3.
-

t
-

n-
dation of Mn are equally distributed over the two sublattic
This assumption is made because the Ni atoms are rando
distributed over the 16d cation sites in LiNixMn22xO4. We
will see below that this assumption leads to a poor desc
tion of the data. The sites associated with the oxidation of
are given a binding energyE1 and those associated with th

FIG. 2. Derivative curves,2dy/dV vs V, for the voltage pro-
files plotted in Fig. 1, wherey denotes the amount of lithium pe
formula unit. Data for a LiMn2O4 /Li cell are included for compari-
son.
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3802 56TAO ZHENG AND J. R. DAHN
oxidation of Mn, a binding energyE2 . We expect
E1>24.7 eV andE2>24.1 eV based on the data in Figs.
and 2.

An 8a site has four nearest neighbors in the other sub
tice and 12 second-nearest neighbors in the same subla
If we only consider the nearest- and second-nearest-neig
interactions between lithium atoms, the Gibbs free energ
the 8a lattice will be

G5N~E1y111E1y121E2y211E2y22!

14NJ1~y111y21!~y121y22!16NJ2~y111y21!
2

16NJ2~y121y22!
22T~S111S121S211S22!, ~1!

whereN is the total number of sites on each sublattice,yi j is
the lithium occupation of sites of energyEi on sublatticej ,
and J1 and J2 are the two-body interactions between t
nearest-neighbor lithium atoms and between the seco
nearest neighbors.T is the Kelvin temperature, andSi j is the
entropy of Li in sites on sublatticej with site energyEi . We
assume that the Li atoms in sites of energyEi on sublattice
j are randomly positioned. Therefore, the entropySi j can be
obtained from

Si j 5k lnS ~ f iN!!

~yi j N!! @~ f i2yi j !N#! D , ~2!

wheref i is the concentration of the sites with binding ener
Ei . As discussed above,f i52x for S11 and S12, and f i
51 – 2x for S21 and S22. Using Stirling’s approximation,
ln N!'N lnN2N, and the equilibrium of the chemical poten
tial of Li atoms in the sites of different binding energy on t
two different sublattices,m5@](G/N)#/]yi j , gives

yi j 5 f i H 11expS « i j

kTD J 21

, ~3!

where

«115E12m14J1~y121y22!112J2~y111y21!, ~3a!

«125E12m14J1~y111y21!112J2~y121y22!, ~3b!

«215E22m14J1~y121y22!112J2~y111y21!, ~3c!

and

«225E22m14J1~y111y21!112J2~y121y22!. ~3d!

Equations~3! and ~3a!–~3d! can be easily solved by itera
tion. The amount of intercalated lithiumy, is given by y
5(y111y121y211y22)/2. y can be expressed as a functio
of the cell voltageV, with V5m/2e, in order to compare to
the experimental data.

Figure 3 shows calculated voltage profiles for a ser
samples with differentx, based on Eqs.~3!. The adjustable
parameters were E1524.72 eV, E2524.10 eV, J1
517.60 meV, andJ2526.06 meV for this calculation
These parameters give a reasonable fit to the experime
result whenx50.5. The temperature was chosen to be 30
as in the experiment. The repulsive interaction betwe
lithium atoms on different sublattices and the attractive
teraction between lithium atoms on the same sublattice w
found to be necessary to simulate the order-disorder ph
t-
ce.
or
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transitions on the 8a sites.6 Both interactions tend to favo
the ordered state, but the attractive value ofJ2 is needed to
reduce the slope of the voltage profile and provide a matc
experiment.

The calculated voltage curves in Fig. 3 show the m
features of the voltage profiles observed in experiment~see
Fig. 1!. Figure 4 shows calculated derivative curves that c
respond to the voltage profiles shown in Fig. 3. Here,
calculation does not match the experiment. Although
doublet near 4.7 V is well reproduced forx50.5, the peaks
in 2dy/dV are only broad singlets forx50.2 andx50.3.
The inclusion of equal numbers of sites of energyE1 on each
sublattice requires that these sites fill first, in spite of t
interactions. Thus, whenx50.25 andy50.5, each sublattice
is half filled ~only the sites of energyE1! and the order-
disorder transitions are suppressed. However, whenx50 or
x50.5, all the sites have the same binding energy and
order-disorder transitions are observed.

The flaw with the calculation can be resolved by a care

FIG. 3. Calculated voltage curves, based on mean-field the
Li/LiNi xMn22xO4 cells withx50.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively
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56 3803LATTICE-GAS MODEL TO UNDERSTAND VOLTAGE . . .
consideration of the data in Fig. 2, and of the physics of
intercalation in this material. Figure 2 shows that asx is
increased, it is the upper peak in the 4.7-V doublet that
pears first. A smooth peak in the average position of
doublet, as in the bottom panel of Fig. 4, does not app
Consider hypothetically the deintercalation of Li forx50.1.
Initially as Li is removed, the ions can be removed from
single sublattice and the corresponding electrons are
moved from Mn 3d levels. At y50.5, atoms must be re
moved from the second sublattice and the voltage pro
steps up by an amount approximately equal to 4J1212J2 to
the upper plateau in the 4.1-V doublet. Aty50.8, the
Mn 3d levels are empty and the next electrons remov
come from Ni 3d, so the voltage profile steps up again
E12E2 onto the upper plateau of the 4.7-V doublet. Th
logic can be applied schematically to the voltage profile
samples of variousx as discussed next.

Figure 5 shows voltage profiles at zero temperature
several values ofx and with E12E250.7 eV. The order-
disorder transition always occurs aty50.5, and the voltage

FIG. 4. Derivative curves,2dy/dV vs V, corresponding to the
calculated voltage profiles shown in Fig. 3.
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profile ‘‘steps up’’ by 0.7 V whenevery51 – 2x ~because all
Mn 3d eg electrons are gone!. Figure 5~b! shows that in this
scenario, the upper plateau of the 4.7-V doublet appears
asx increases, just as in the experiment shown in Fig. 2~b!.
As x increases beyond 0.25, the lower plateau of the 4.7
doublet begins to appear as shown in Fig. 5~c!.

The results in Fig. 5 qualitatively match experiment a
suggest that the ordered state aty50.5 is not strongly af-
fected by the voltage step caused by the emptying of
3d eg levels. This can only occur if fory,1 – 2x the binding
energy ofall the unfilled sites isE2 and for y.122x the
binding energy ofall the unfilled sites isE1 . This implies
that either the Ni and Mn 3d levels are delocalized, or tha
any particular Ni or Mn atom can be reduced by a Li ato
placed on a number of neighboring sites~with representation
from each sublattice!. We use Monte Carlo simulations t
model this.

B. Monte Carlo results

Monte Carlo simulations are used next to calculate
voltage profiles of LiNixMn22xO4/Li cells. The calculation
is performed on a lattice with a size ofL3553535 con-
ventional cells~cubic!, which have the diamond stricture
Periodic boundary conditions are applied. Each cubic c
with the diamond structure includes 8 sites. Therefore,
total number of available sites for lithium atoms is 1000. F
each chemical potential point, the first 500 Monte Ca
simulation passes over the entire lattice are discarded so
the lattice can reach equilibrium. The next 500 passes
used for the averaging of thermodynamic quantities. In or
to model the emptying of the Mn 3d eg levels at y
51 – 2x, we abruptly change the binding energy of the si
once the average value ofy reaches 1 – 2x. Calculations
were performed for the filling~intercalation! and the empty-
ing ~deintercalation! of the lattice so that hysteresis asso
ated with this procedure could be studied. The hysteresis
negligible.

Figure 6 shows voltage profiles for samples with diffe
ent x, calculated by the Monte Carlo method withL55,
E1524.69 eV, E2524.08 eV, J155.36 meV, andJ252
1.25 meV. These parameters give a good fit to the exp

FIG. 5. Schematic zero-temperature voltage profiles as
cussed in the text.
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3804 56TAO ZHENG AND J. R. DAHN
mental results for the case ofx50.5. The length of the 4.7-V
plateau grows linearly with increasingx, while the length of
the 4.1-V plateau decreases linearly so that the total capa
remains constant. Whenx50.5, only the 4.7-V plateau is
observed.

Figure 7 shows the derivative curves for the voltage p
files in Fig. 6. Asx increases, the right-hand peak of th
4.1-V doublet shrinks and disappears, before the left-h
peak begins to reduce. Simultaneously, the right-hand p
of the 4.7-V doublet appears first and grows to a maximu
before the left-hand peak of that doublet appears. The
tures obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation are more
less similar to the experimental results shown in Fig.
However, the calculated results do not change in breadt
x changes, as the experimental peaks do. We are not
how to explain this.

FIG. 6. Calculated voltage profiles for Li/LiNixMn22xO4 cells
with x50.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively. The calculation is ba
on the Monte Carlo method assuming that the binding energy fo
changes abruptly aty51 – 2x.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

The model calculations performed here show that
changes in the voltage profile of LiNixMn22xO4/Li cells
with x can be qualitatively understood if one assumes
following. ~1! The ordered state aty5 1

2 persists for all val-
ues of x. One cannot associate particular binding energ
with particular sites for lithium atoms. If this is done, th
ordered phase is suppressed.~2! The change in binding en
ergy aty51 – 2x is of electronic origin. One should mode
all the sites available for Li atoms with a single bindin
energy, which changes abruptly aty51 – 2x. Only in this
way can the overall features of experiment be reproduc
This is a demonstration of the interplay between electro
and ionic effects in the intercalation solid. The Li-Li intera
tions are between the ions and they cause the order-diso
transition and the splitting of the 4.1- and 4.7-V plateaus i
doublets. These interactions, however, cannot be consid
in isolation from the changes in the electronic structure t
occur with x and y, for it is these that cause the large st
between the 4.1- and 4.7-V plateaus.

d
i

FIG. 7. Corresponding derivative curves,2dy/dV vs V, for the
curves shown in Fig. 6, respectively.
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